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專業英文
一、單一選擇題

＊ 每題 4 分，答錯不倒扣 ＊

1. _____________ to keep my car running so far this semester?
(A.) I will able
(B.) I've been able
(C.) I am able to
(D.) I was able to
2. A: After the storm, I came out to check on our boat, and it was gone!
B: It _____________ sunk to the bottom of the lake.
(A.) might to do
(B.) mustn't
(C.) could have
(D.) can have
3. A location _______________ for a film, based in the script and the budget.
(A.) is chosen
(B.) chooses
(C.) is choosing
(D.) choosing
4. Lynne doesn't like ___________ it rains on the weekend.
(A.) That when
(B.) when
(C.) when it
(D.) It when
5. Large areas of the rainforest have ________________ by ranchers to make way
for cattle ranches.
(A.) been burned
(B.) burned
(C.) been burning
(D.) burning been
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6. Movie scripts _____________ to the movie producer for approval.
(A.) submit
(B.) are submitted
(C.) are submitting
(D.) is submitting
7. For a new product ______________ well, it needs to be well advertised.
(A.) is selling
(B.) for selling
(C.) to sell
(D.) sell

8. A: Everyone goes to the Starlight Club _____________ the famous people who go
there.
(A.) Because of
(B.) The reason why
(C.) the reason that
(D.) that the reason
9. Various historic buildings ____________ as a result of shortsighted city planning.
(A.) are destroying
(B.) have been destroyed
(C.) have been destroying
(D.) have destroying
10. A Foley artist is someone ___________ create sound effects for movies.
(A.) which
(B.) he
(C.) that
(D.) when
11. My job ______________ my sister's job.
(A.) isn't as better hours as
(B.) has better hours than
(C.) is good hours than
(D.) good hours than
12. As Terry and Lynne returned to their car, they saw that someone ___________ on
it with spray paint.
(A.) have written
(B.) had written
(C.) writes
(D.) write
13. People who work serving the public_____________ to be friendly to everyone.
(A.) must require
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(B.) should been allowed
(C.) ought to be required
(D.) ought to required
14. Do you know where I can ___________ my motorcycle fixed?
(A.) to get
(B.) get
(C.) gotten
(D.) got
15. I don't mind ___________________ a friend borrows my notes.
(A.) that when
(B.) it is
(C.) it
(D.) it when
16. Gossip columnists, _____________ get to go to fabulous parties, must write about
celebrity scandals.
(A.) he
(B.) it
(C.) who
(D.) where
17. A: Why do you have to go out? I just got here. Let's talk for a while.
B: I'm sorry, but you _______________ have called first. I have a dentist's
appointment.
(A.) couldn't
(B.) should
(C.) would
(D.) may not
18. A: Ouch! My leg! My leg!
B: Don't move your leg, Beth. You ____________ broken it.
(A.) may have
(B.) couldn't have
(C.) mustn't have
(D.) have must
19. If a child wishes to leave the dinner table, he or she is ______________ ask to be
excused.
(A.) supposed to
(B.) supposing to
(C.) about to suppose to
(D.) suppose to
20. When Jim's car ran out of gas, he _______________ nearly 300 kilometers.
(A.) travel
(B.) has traveled
(C.) traveled
(D.) had traveled
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21. I can't believe my computer __________________ again.
(A.) needs fixing
(B.) keeps fixing
(C.) needs to be fixing
(D.) need to be fix
22. At weddings in my country, it's ___________ have a big party with dinner and
dancing.
(A.) customarily
(B.) this custom
(C.) the custom to
(D.) to the custom

23. People ______________ from stealing shopping carts from supermarkets.
(A.) mustn't prevented
(B.) must be prevented
(C.) must prevent
(D.) must prevented
24. My girlfriend is normally cheerful, but ____________ she learned I was going
away to college, she started to cry.
(A.) as soon as
(B.) until
(C.) before
(D.) after
25. _________________ a building to last a long time, it needs to be well constructed.
(A.) In order
(B.) To have
(C.) Four
(D.) For
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